
Go with the Flow



What we want to achieve

❖ Get a volume of air in to the lungs, with enough time 
for the lungs to get the air out.



How do we achieve that?

❖ We need a pressure difference/ gradient to create a flow 
of gas to deliver a volume

❖ What is the pressure needed to overcome?

❖ Try blowing up the balloon……



pressure required

❖ Overcome the resistance of the straw

❖ (Tube and airways)  
 
 



Pressure required

❖ To blow up the balloon (alveolus)

❖ Overcome compliance of balloon



PRESSURE GRADIENT= Airway pressure + Alveolar pressure



❖ Pressure, Flow and Volume are all related

❖ We can only set 2 of these at any one time



Flow
❖ Volume /Time

❖ Litres/min

❖ Inspiratory flow time is inverse to flow

❖ If we set the time for inspiration we will then only be 
able to control one of  pressure or volume (or flow)

❖ Flow rate and one of pressure or volume are 
then dependent

❖ We are only talking about inspiratory flow here



What affects flow?

❖ Test

❖ If Pressure = Flow x resistance

❖ Then Flow= Pressure difference/ Resistance to flow

❖ Resistance 



Flow versus time curve

Flow is constant. 
Pressure gradually climbs as volume 

climbs

Pressure is constant
Flow will decelerate 
as gradient decreases



Volume control

❖ Flow rate 

❖  set directly or indirectly (by setting inspiratory time 
and tidal volume)



Flow starvation

❖ If patient spontaneously 
breathes, and flow rate is 
fixed (i.e. constant) it may 
not be adequate for the 
patient

❖ Patient tries to suck gas

❖ Leads the ventilator



Increasing flow rate

❖ Decrease inspiratory time (volume desired = achieved 
earlier)

❖ might be good in asthma- allow longer to exhale

❖ Increase peak pressure



Decreasing flow rate

❖ Reduce Peak pressures

❖ Increase inspiratory time

❖ May improve distribution of gases



This is now confusing…. if it wasn’t already

❖ Ventilator brands vary on how you set inspiratory time, 
flow time and inspiratory pressure time

❖ Inspiratory time: 

❖ Absolute time

❖ % of respiratory cycle time (I:E)

❖ Inspiratory flow time (if pause is included)

❖ Inspiratory flow rate



Drager

If want a plateau then need to have flow rate higher
 to achieve volume well before inspiratory time is finished 



Pressure Control

❖ Pressure is held constant over time

❖ Flow will initially ramp steeply until target pressure 
achieved then decelerate as pressure gradient 
diminishes

❖ Supposedly allows better distribution of gases

❖ Volumes will vary



Autoflow

❖ best of both worlds!

❖ Able to set tidal volume

❖ Autoflow regulates 
inspiratory flow rate and 
pressure



Autoflow

❖ Will adjust flow rate as resistance and compliance 
change in order to maintain volume within the 
allotted inspiratory time at the minimal pressure

❖ Will respond to patient demands (prevent flow 
starvation)

❖ Does not affect the pressure supported breathes



Autoflow

❖ 1st breath always as if in volume control.

❖ Measures Plateau Pressure and uses this as the set pressure for next breath

❖ Repeatedly adjust pressure according to compliance and resistance measured 
in order to minimise pressure

❖ If tidal vol inadequate- then Pressure will increase (up to 3cmH20 with each 
breath



Advantages
❖ Simple- Less controls to f&*k up!

❖ Keeps volume constant, minimises pressure

❖ ? improved gas distribution

❖ breath- breath analysis 

❖ Expiratory valve is floating

❖ Patient can cough or breath throughout a mandatory 
breath whilst maintaining the inspiratory pressure



Disadvantages

❖ ? auto PEEP



Rise time



Rise time

❖ Can adjusted rate of rise of pressure (in a pressure mode like Bipap) or Flow 
(in volume control)

❖ Rapid rise time may be uncomfortable

❖ Too long may result in low tidal volume or higher pressure being used



Flow trigger



Flow trigger


